Hello!
I am Jia Wei.
Current Junior, studying CS and Math.
I come from Cleveland, Ohio, and I’m a huge fan of the Cleveland Cavaliers.
Hello!

I am Anjelika Amog
Current Senior, studying CS and College Scholar Program
A friend gave me the flower in my hair for my 13th birthday
Hi!
I am Suzie Petryk
Current Senior in Computer Science
For a brief period of time when I was little I wanted to be a coat hanger
Hey!

I am Will Spencer
Current Freshman in Computer Science
I am from Virginia, and contrary to popular belief, I love the winters here
Hello!

I am Komukill Loganathan
A Sophomore in Computer Science
I am from a beautiful country called Malaysia
and I love hiking!
Hello!

I am Anabel Cornacchio
A Sophomore in Operations Research
I am from Buffalo and am sad the Bills aren’t in the Superbowl \_\(ツ\)_\/

7
The Great Wind Blows
“I’m a sworn enemy of convention. I despise the conventional in anything, even the arts”

- Hedy Lamarr
1. Hedy Lamarr
Actress and pioneer of wireless connections
Hedy Lamarr

- Invented **frequency hopping**, jumping around on radio frequencies to avoid third parties jamming your signal
- Helped the US fight the Nazis
- First female recipient of the BULBIE Gnass Spirit of Achievement Award
Class Schedule

Spring 2019 Schedule

Feb 3
Feb 10
Feb 17
Feb 24 NO CLASS *
March 3
March 10
March 17
March 24
March 31 NO CLASS *
April 7 NO CLASS *
April 14
April 21
April 28 Graduation

* Please note we will NOT be having class on February 24, March 31, and April 7 due to Cornell's academic breaks.
What do you hope to gain from this class?
What will class consist of?

Lecture

Coding
Possible project ideas

- Arduinos
- Personal Websites
- Brick Breaker Game
- Animation
- ANYTHING OF YOUR OWN CREATION
Classroom Contract
First Day Projects!

**Drawing!**
- Simple Snowman (GWCday1pt)

**Animations!**
- Exploding Sun (GWCsun)
- Parting Clouds (GWCday1)
- Shooting Star (GWCstar)
- Make It Rain (GWC-make-rain)
- Constellation Maker (GWC-constellation)

**Objects!**
- Bookshelf (GWC-bookshelf)